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Showcasing cutting-edge underwater photography from the world’s leading marine and nature
photographers, The Life & Love of the Sea is a breathtaking visual tour of the ocean, from its
coasts and beaches to the wildlife beneath its surface.With Lewis Blackwell, the author of The
Life & Loves of Trees and The Life & Loves of the Forest, anyone can celebrate and explore the
world’s oceans. Here you’ll share the experience of land meeting sea and the spectacular power
of the ocean with a stunning collection of wave photography, and you will dive down to have a
close-up look at many of the ocean’s most fascinating and beautiful inhabitants. Blackwell
presents a wide-ranging variety of incredible images showcasing the ocean in all its power and
diversity:Humpback whalesManta raysClownfishPenguinsOctopiDramatic coastlinesBarrier
reefsIsland chainsAnd much more!Nothing inspires the human imagination more than gazing
upon the greatness of the world’s oceans. How many grand novels, poems, and pieces have art
have been created because of the power, colors, and ever-changing movement of the sea? Our
fascination with the sea pushes us to sail and to dive and to live near the water. For anyone with
a passion for wind and waves, for rocky coastlines, and soft white beaches, this oversized,
photo-filled celebration of saltwater offers a joyous chance to experience ocean life each and
every day.This is the perfect coffee table book for any home, especially one near a saltwater
coast. As a bonus via a scannable QR, it also makes available bonus footage code from multi-
award-winning underwater cameraman Steven Hathaway.

“Takes readers on a journey from the depths of great barrier reefs to dramatic island
coastlines.”―The Creators ProjectAbout the AuthorLewis Blackwell is the author of the
bestselling The Life & Love of Trees, The Life & Love of Cats, The Life & Love of Dogs, and
Rainforest. He was the creative head of Getty Images for many years and, prior to that, the editor
in chief and publisher of Creative Review magazine.
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Orlando Music Lover, “Great pictures. This was purchased as a gift and made a really nice
coffee table book.”

Cecile H, “Beautiful. This is a perfect table coffee book for coastal look”

Dawn, “Gorgeous!!!!. You won't believe how gorgeous the photos in this book are and it's packed
full of them!!!!! Seriously- buy this book! My daughter gushed over it, and I was blown away.”

Nathan, “Beautiful coffee table book.. Beautiful photos in a cool forum oversized package make
this perfect for any coffee table. Large glossy photos at an affordable price.”

Brenda Cangemi, “Lovely book!!. Received in perfect condition!”

Mina L., “Great photography but low res. I really enjoyed all the beautiful photos but they
could've been better resolution wise.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely for the price. Just be aware that a lot of the photos are just a little
blurry, I think due to being enlarged. If this book was what these type of books usually cost (50+)
I would be disappointed. However, many of the photos are very clear and they're all still
enjoyable. That, along with the quotes and writing-which is educational but also has stories and
musings mixed in-100% am happy with my purchase for the price and I think it's worth it if you
love the ocean.”

Banjoman, “Great as a gift. Bought it as a gift and my friend loved it”

Ricardo Xavier, “É doce morrer no mar. Bonito demais. Aqueles livros que batem forte no
coração. Para os apaixonados pelo mar, imperdível.”

T. Cappon, “Heel mooi en rustgevend. Mijn nichtje heeft veel problemenen met impulsen van de
buitenwereld. Geluid, licht etc. Het gaat gelukkig beter met haar. Dit boek straalt rust, sereniteit
uit!”

The book by Lewis Blackwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 567 people have provided feedback.
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